
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SCHOOL COUNCIL MINUTES  
 

KS1  KS2 

Present:  
Katie, ALana, Noah, Ava B, Quinn, Joben 

Present:  
Harper, Isla B, Matilda, Finley A, Mason R 
& Woody 

Absent:  
Erin 

Absent: 
Arlin & Ivan   

 
 

Meeting minutes (03.11.22) 
➔ Mr Reynolds explained that he would like the 

council's help to think of playground 
improvements - linked to mr webster planning 
some new playground markings. 

➔ Mr reynolds showed the children some painted 
playground line ideas on an ipad (fun-play.co.uk). 

➔ Mr reynolds suggested a track for the scooters. 
➔ Alana suggested a stop & go sign for the scooters. 
➔ Ava b agreed and suggested making the track like a 

road so children could go up & back.  
➔ The council looked at different hopscotch 

markings. The council agreed to refresh/replace the 
current hopscotch markings.  

➔ Other playtime suggestions included:  
➔ JOben - monkey bars  
➔ Quinn - guess who board game for wet breaks 
➔ Quinn - Big chalk to use on the playground. Mr 

Meeting minutes (03.11.22) 
➔ Mr Reynolds explained that he would like the 

council's help to think of playground 
improvements - linked to mr webster planning 
some new playground markings. 

➔ Mr reynolds gave out KS2 council badges. 
➔ Mr reynolds showed the children some painted 

playground line ideas on an ipad (fun-play.co.uk). 
➔ Mr Reynolds suggested a scooter track be painted 

near the skate ramp.  
➔ The council agreed that f square is popular & it 

would be good to refresh the lines of it. 
➔ Matilda suggested thickening the lines of the 

netball court to help when playing Pacman. 
➔ Woody suggested a boundary marking around the 

boulder for safety.  



reynolds suggested painting a frame shape on the 
floor for children to draw inside off (using the big 
chalks).  

➔ Harper asked about more basketballs for breaktime - 
mr reynolds explained that we need to ensure we 
don’t have too many outside as we only have 2 hoops 
to shoot in. Mr reynolds suggested buying more 
hoops for playtimes. 

➔ Matilda suggested refreshing the playtime rota 
timetables and mr reynolds added that every class 
could have one on their door so they can check it 
before they go outside.  

➔ Council representative asked to go back to classes 
and try to locate class notebook from previous year 
& to discuss the ideas from the meeting with 
friends and classmates before our next meeting..  

 


